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on ‘White Privilege’ Understanding,
Respecting, and Connecting in the Changing Face of America Mt.
Vernon, Iowa, Cornell College
Understanding, Respecting, and Connecting in the Changing
Face of America Mt.Vernon, Iowa, Cornell College
Multicultural Education and Teacher Preparation Pella, Iowa,
Central College
Breaking the Psychological Chains of Privilege and
Oppression Pella, Iowa, Central College
White Supremacy and the Prison Industrial Complex Pella,
Iowa, Central College
Women Activists: Their Fight against White Privilege, White
Supremacy and Oppression. Pella, Iowa, Central College
YOUTH: A Call To Action. St. Louis, Missouri, University of
Missouri-St. Louis
Examining Intersections, Making Connections & Building
Allies Colorado Springs, Colorado, Sheraton Hotel
Critical Liberation Praxis: Creating Transformation for Social
Justice Springfield, Massachusetts, Sheraton & Marriot Hotels
Taking Responsibility: Awareness, Healing, and Social
Change Memphis, Tennessee, Hilton Hotel
Health Inequities: Strategies. Action. Liberation La Crosse,
Wisconsin, La Crosse Center
This Land is Whose Land? Defining Citizenship
Understanding Access • Taking Action Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Sheraton Bloomington
Intersectionality: Vision, Commitment, and Sustainable
Partnerships Albuquerque, New Mexico, Albuquerque Convention
Center
The Color of Money: Reclaiming our Humanity Seattle,
Washington, Doubletree Hilton Seattle Airport
Building Relationships, Strengthening Communities, Seeking
Justice. Madison, Wisconsin, Monona Terrace Community Center
Resistance, Action, Courage, & Equity: The South Leading
the Way! Louisville, Kentucky, The Galt House Hotel
Let Freedom Ring Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Marriott
Downtown Philadelphia
Organizing. Strategizing. Taking-Action. Deconstructing the
Culture of White Supremacy and Privilege: Creating Peace, Equity
and Opportunity from the Heartland.Kansas City, Missouri, Marriott
Downtown Kansas City
Super People & Super Powers: Prepare to be The Future of
Social Justice Work Grand Rapids, Michigan, Amway Grand Plaza
Hotel, DeVos Place
#20 Moore Years: Journey. Struggle. Inspiration. Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, DoubletreeConvention Complex
The State of (In)Security. Mesa, Arizona
Virtual - The Time is Now! The Truth, the Whole Truth, &
Nothing But...
1st Annual Conference
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MISSION

The WPC provides a
challenging, collaborative
and comprehensive
experience. We strive to
empower and equip
individuals to work for
equity and justice through
self and social
transformation.
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CORE VALUES
Collaboration
Consciousness-building
(of privilege and oppression)
Comprehensive approach
(in terms of content and process)
Challenging and supportive
environment
Intersectional content
Strategic and action-oriented
Reciprocity between us and our
participants
Accountability and responsibility
Relationship building
Purpose-driven
(we are fighting for liberation, social
justice and equity)
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WPC Community Agreement
The WPC aims to create a learning community in which participants engage in a challenging educational
experience as respectful community members. The views expressed by facilitators and speakers at the
conference do not necessarily reflect the views of the WPC and conference organizers. Each participant is in a
different place with regard to their journey in understanding white supremacy, whiteness, privilege, power an
oppression. Thus, we ask that each participant share responsibility for holding ourselves accountable to this
community agreement that will allow for a shared experience that fosters the opportunity for understanding,
respecting and connecting.

We ask that all WPC community members agree:
To Create a Challenging Experience:
We will strive to maintain a safe and inclusive environment, recognizing that safety takes different forms for
different people. To this end, we agree to take care in our interactions with others and in representing our own
needs.
We agree to openly and honestly engage ourselves. We will take risks and ask questions, realizing there will be
discomfort, but that through discomfort we learn and grow.
We make a commitment to dialogue and accept non-closure. We are engaging in ongoing, life-long work.
To Work Collaboratively:
We agree to actively listen to others, remain engaged, and consider views that are different from our own,
even if it challenges us to do so. When we disagree, we will express our views respectfully, acknowledging that
EVERYONE (participants and facilitators) is here to earn.
We agree to focus on the issue under discussion and if we stray into extraneous subjects, we support the
moderator to bring the discussion back into focus.
We agree to be as considerate as possible to the experience of other WPC participants. May we suggest that
participants turn off/mute cell phones and be aware that some are allergic to scented products, for instance.
We agree to respect confidentiality. (Confidentiality can mean something different to different people. When in
doubt, ask).
We agree that if we experience a problem we will seek the advice/guidance of the conference staff and other
resources including the listening station, and caucus and support groups.
We agree to be respectful of the planning process, and if we have concerns about any workshop or event, to
share them with Eddie and the programming team.
To a Comprehensive Commitment:
We agree that equity pertains to all people with NO exceptions.
We will respect the conference environment, including its grounds, buildings and property.
We agree to respect each other’s physical needs and strive to create an accessible conference space.
We will strive for intersectionality, recognizing that systems of white supremacy, inequality and privilege, such
as race, gender, sexual, religious, etc. are interacting and interconnected.
We agree to take action in our own circle of power when we return to our workplace, community spaces and
social networks. The conference is only one experience in our ongoing commitment to social change; we will
strive to be accountable all year long.

We have come together knowing that community and its members grow when all voices are
heard, when civility and respect are at the heart of our discussions, and when everyone
participates and is able to listen to other points of view. We know that the diversity and
inclusiveness of this conference is one of its greatest strengths. Thank you for choosing to be here.

Welcome to the
22nd Annual White Privilege Conference!
The White Privilege Conference is officially 22 years young with Moore to come. We want to thank
everyone who has supported, believed, worked, and changed lives with us throughout the years. Our
theme this year is #THE TIME IS NOW! The Truth, The Whole Truth, And Nothing But... It has been quite
a journey to move this conference into the virtual world, please be patient as we attempt the FIRST
VIRTUAL WPC!! We have been exploring, exposing, and challenging White Supremacy, White Privilege
and Oppression for 20+ years. Time to prepare for #25MooreYears! We are looking forward to a fantastic
virtual experience and hope that you can join us in person next year in Charlotte, North Carolina March
9-12, 2022!
The institutional home of the White Privilege Conference is The Privilege Institute (TPI). TPI is an
independent, non-profit organization that is newly housed in Green Bay, Wisconsin, with a presence still
in Denver, Colorado. The founder and director of WPC, Dr. Eddie Moore, Jr., serves as the President of
TPI. The organization is governed by a volunteer Board of Directors working to realize the vision and
mission established by Dr. Eddie Moore, Jr.
TPI develops and sustains collaborations grounded in the essential ideals of the White Privilege
Conference (WPC): Understanding, Respecting, and Connecting. TPI offers multiple opportunities for
advocates of peace, equity, and justice to enhance their work and research by providing challenging
workshops, engaging speakers, and a range of educational opportunities and resources on issues of
privilege, power, and leadership. We are pleased to have a place where the work of both TPI and the WPC
will continue to survive and thrive through the relationship model (handshake to handshake, hug to hug).
Most importantly, at TPI, we always keep it REAL: Research, Education, Action, Leadership.
As always, to make WPC strong and sustainable, we need YOUR SUPPORT! We are grateful for any and all
past support and take this opportunity to invite you to engage with us in the work we do. We need your
skills, expertise, creativity, time, commitment, and whatever else you have to give! We are, and will
remain, a largely volunteer-run organization and cannot succeed without YOU! Do you have grant writing
skills? Fundraising skills? Social media skills? Please let us know! We also need financial support from
EVERY WPC participant. Please give whatever you can and hold yourself accountable to ensure the WPC is
sustainable. As a community, we are powerful!
Our vision is to build a community committed to exploring issues related to white supremacy, white
privilege, and oppression, every day, everywhere. WPC fosters an environment where every participant
can engage deeply and bring what they have learned back to their communities so that the WPC
experience impacts their lives, workplace, and community all year long.
THE TIME IS NOW, we must commit ourselves to another 25 years of listening, learning, collaborating,
communicating, and taking action across the nation/world. We all have work to do, and we value the
opportunity to travel on this journey with the wide-ranging, diverse people who make up the WPC family.
#Together4Equity #Together4Justice

Eddie Moore Jr. Founder and President, The Privilege Institute
Jesse Heffernan Board of Directors, The Privilege Institute

#MooreLoveAndAppreciation
The Womxn that lead, inspire,
empower, teach, support, and
make WPC a continued space of love,
learning and growth

About the Womxn’s Circle
As an intersectional feminist praxis, the Womxn’s Circle was formed to support the production and
leadership of the White Privilege Conference. Founder and program director, Dr Eddie Moore, Jr,
assembled Circle members to provide guidance and focus related to the theme of the conference.
We have served in numerous roles over the last 15 years to help manage, support, direct and
produce the WPC. As keepers of the culture, Black, Indigenous and other women and non-binary
persons of color remain on the front lines of our communities - loving, teaching, parenting,
supporting, scaffolding, and leading our people against the systems and institutions that uphold
white privilege, white supremacy and whiteness. Our MISSION is to continue to hold the line,
employing various strategies and tactics, until all of our people are free.

Adam Jackson

Bola Delano-Oriaran, Ph.D.

(He/Him/His) has worked in
higher education, athletics, and
corporate America for the last 17+
years. Much of his professional
careers has been centered around
serving underrepresented
communities and doing Inclusion
& Diversity work.

(She/Her/Hers) is an advocate for
equity and multiculturalism in
education and society. DelanoOriaran has more than 30 years of
experience in engaging students
from marginalized communities to
pursue higher education
opportunities.

Jesse Heffernan RCP
(He/Him/His) is a person in longterm substance use and mental
health recovery. He is a CCAR
Core Trainer and Recovery
Coach Professional that has been
providing recovery coach
training and consulting.

Joseph Flynn, Ph.D.
(He/Him/His) is the associate
director of academic affairs at the
Center for Black Studies and an
associate professor of curriculum
and instruction in NIU’s College of
Education. His work has made him
a wide-ranging media expert on
timely topics in education, politics,
entertainment, and culture.

Meet Our Board Members
Dr. Eddie Moore Jr., PHD
(He/Him/His) has pursued and
achieved success in academia,
business, diversity, leadership and
community service. In 1996, he
started America & MOORE, LLC to
provide comprehensive diversity,
privilege and leadership
trainings/workshops. Dr. Moore is
recognized as one of the nation’s
top speakers and educators.

Marguerite Penick-Parks, Ph.D.
(She/Her/Hers) received her PhD
from the University of Iowa in
Curriculum and Instruction. Her work
centers on issues of power, privilege
and oppression in relationship to
issues of curriculum with a special
emphasis on the incorporation of
quality literature in K-12 classrooms.

Orinthia Swindell

(She/Her/Hers) has had a lifelong
passion for learning and teaching
others about equity and inclusion
work. She has served her
community in various capacities
over the years; as an early
childhood educator, Equity
Practitioner, Independent
Consultant and most recently in
her role as an Herbalist and Healer.

Jenni Oliver
(She/Her/Hers) as over seventeen
years of results driven leadership
and project management skills.
Recognized by Kenexa as a “culture
leader,” Jenni has managed highly
engaged, diverse teams within a
Fortune 50 Company and also in
Higher Education.

Mohammed I.T. Bey, MS
(He/Him/His) is the Chief Officer for
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion and
Title IX Coordinator at Northeast
Wisconsin Technical College.He is
heavily involved in the local and
national equity and inclusion
conversations.

Thomas Harris
(He/Him/His) is Assistant Director of
the Office of Multicultural Student
Services at University of Wisconsin –
La Crosse (UWL). He is involved
extensively in the La Crosse and
surrounding areas including cofounder of the La Crosse Chapter of
the NAACP, founder and former
president of the 7 Rivers Region
Diversity Collaborative Initiative.

General Information
Academic Credit
Participants at the WPC may obtain Academic Credit. High school students, undergraduate and graduate
students may earn 1-3 hours of academic credit at either the undergraduate (open to high school students) or
graduate level. Download for details about academic credit. While at the conference, keep a session log writing
one paragraph about each event you attend (EVERY one). This is required for everyone, no matter how many
credits you decide to register for.

Accessibility
The WPC is firmly committed to providing a conference experience that is inclusive and responsive, creates a
sense of welcome, accessibility and user-friendly environment for all participants. WPC mindfully explores best
practices for implementing universal approaches that will robustly enhance the navigation of conference
programming and event spacing. This year's virtual experience allows participants to use tools and technology
to assist in their personal experience.

Gender Identity and Expression
Some of us see and experience gender as a spectrum and prefer to opt out of a gender binary system. Please be
aware that some people have a preference about the gender pronouns used when they are addressed or
referred to. Conference participants are encouraged to model the use of gender pronouns by stating their
gender pronouns when they introduce themselves. Example: "Hello, my name is Stephanie and I use the
pronouns she/her/hers."

Log-in Authentication
Virtual security for the conference comes in the form of logging in to the site page. If you log in from a different
device or log-in after being logged out for over 24 hours, the WPC Attendee Hub will verify your identity via a
text or email. Verify your registration information via the attendee hub to ensure your information is correctly
added.

Press
ALL members of the press are required to sign a copy of our press policy. Contact
wpcinfo@theprivilegeinstitute.com for authorization and special registration access.

Recording and Copyrights
All WPC content is copyrighted. Sessions may not be recorded or videotaped by anyone without
prior written permission from the White Privilege Conference and anyone who will be included in the
recording. All keynotes will be recorded and made available for 21 days on the conference site.
No materials received at the conference may be reproduced without written permission from the White
Privilege Conference and the author. The views of the presenters do not represent the views of The
Privilege Institute or the WPC.

Social Media
Connect with conference participants via Social Media. Get involved by using #WPC22Virtual with your posts!

WPC Glossary: Key Terms
LESBIAN

RACISM

A term used to describe a woman whose primary
romantic, emotional, physical, and sexual
attractions are to other women.

A system of oppression involving systematic
subordination of members of targeted racial groups by
those who have relatively more social power. This
subordination occurs at the individual, cultural and
institutional levels.

MICROAGGRESSIONS
Microaggressions are subtle words, cues, and/or
behaviors that insult, invalidate, or exclude
traditionally marginalized group members. The long
term effect of micro aggressions can have a
significant negative effect on one’s health.

OPPRESSION
Systemic devaluing, undermining, marginalizing,
and disadvantaging of certain social identities in
contrast to the privileged norm; when some people
are denied something of value, while others have
ready access.

PEOPLE FIRST LANGUAGE (PFL)
Puts the person before the disability. "People with
disabilities" acknowledges that individuals with
disabilities are people first and not their diagnosis
or disability.

PRIVILEGE
Systemic favoring, enriching, valuing, validating,
and including of certain social identities over
others. Individuals cannot “opt out” of systems of
privilege; rather these systems are inherent to the
society in which we live.

QUEER
A term people often use to express fluid identities
and orientations. Often used interchangeably with
"LGBTQ."

RACE
A social construct that divides people into groups
based on factors such as physical appearance,
ancestry, culture, history, etc; a social, historical
and political classification system.

SEXISM
A system of oppression that privileges men,
subordinates women, and denigrates women identified
values. This subordination occurs at the individual,
cultural, and institutional levels.

SEXUAL ORIENTATION
An inherent or immutable enduring emotional,
romantic or sexual attraction to other people.

SOCIAL CLASS
(as in upper class, middle class, lower class, working
class) refers to people’s socioeconomic status, based on
factors such as wealth, occupation, education, income,
etc.

STRAIGHT
A person primarily emotionally, physically, and/or
sexually attracted to people who are not their same
sex/gender. A more colloquial term for the word
heterosexual.

TRANSGENDER PERSON
An umbrella term for people whose gender identity
and/or expression is different from cultural
expectations based on the sex they were assigned at
birth. Being transgender does not imply any specific
sexual orientation. Therefore, transgender people may
identify as straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual, etc.

WHITE PRIVILEGE

Institutional set of benefits, including greater access to
resources and power, bestowed upon people classified
as white.

WHITE SUPREMACY
The assumption or theory that whites are superior to all
other races and should be in power and control. A
structural system built into the founding of our nation
and still in place.

WPC22YAP!
What is the Youth Action Project?
A team of experienced facilitators provide a safe and challenging space, geared toward youth
of ALL ethnic backgrounds, who are committed to understanding and dismantling white
supremacy white privilege, and other forms of oppression.

What Are the Intended Outcomes of the Youth Action Project and the Youth
Institute?
“See-Name-Act…PROCEED”
Students will SEE and be fully aware of the multiple manifestations of white supremacy,
white privilege, and other forms of oppression.Students will have the courage and confidence
to NAME white supremacy, white privilege, and other forms of oppression.Students will ACT
by taking effective, creative, and urgent measures to dismantle white supremacy, white
privilege, and other forms of oppression.Students will PROCEED as leaders, planting ongoing
seeds of change

Middle School Students (Grades 6-8)
A basic 1 Day Exploration of White Privilege, and an introduction to tools for dismantling “isms” associated with White Supremacy.

3 Day Conference for High School (Grades 9-12)
Students will experience a more in-depth and internal reflection of white privilege. Students
will work to connect their individual experiences to their enhanced analysis of how systems
of institutional racism operate within the United States of America through:Leadership
ActivitiesMastery of key terms: white supremacy, white privilege, oppression, ally,
racismEthnic affinity groups Youth friendly film viewing with adult allies Individual and group
reflectionRegional action planning Youth led dialogueArts based break-outs

YAP Glossary Terms
In addition to the WPC Glossary, below are the YAP key terms:
Prejudice: Pre-judgement based on a stereotype.
Bigotry: Hatred of any group of people.
Discrimination: Action taken against a person or group of people based on
prejudice or bigotry.
Race: A falsely scientific category created to make a hierarchy between people.
Racism: A system of 8unearned advantages based on “race” that benefits white
people.
Ally: A person who works against systems of oppression that benefits them.
System: The policies and procedures of institutions that create social effects.
Stereotype: A label for a type of person or group of people that makes
assumptions and overgeneralizes about them.

LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING
To create a "virtual" WPCFamily vibe, we want to begin each day of #WPC22Virtual with Lift Every Voice and Sing.
Here are the lyrics to follow along, sign with us, and keep the spirit of unity with you. It is our virtual hug-to-hug
mission in action!

Lift ev’ry voice and sing,
‘Til earth and heaven ring,
Ring with the harmonies of Liberty;
Let our rejoicing rise
High as the list’ning skies,
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea.
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us,
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us;
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun,
Let us march on ’til victory is won.
Stony the road we trod,
Bitter the chastening rod,
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died;
Yet with a steady beat,
Have not our weary feet
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed?
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered,
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered,
Out from the gloomy past,
‘Til now we stand at last
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast.
God of our weary years,
God of our silent tears,
Thou who has brought us thus far on the way;
Thou who has by Thy might
Led us into the light,
Keep us forever in the path, we pray.
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee,
Lest, our hearts drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee;
Shadowed beneath Thy hand,
May we forever stand,
True to our God,
True to our native land.

The hymn is known as the Black National Anthem, but it’s more than that. It’s a history lesson, a rallying
cry, a pledge of unity, and as people gather to fight for equality and justice, it is an ever-present refrain.
Lift Every Voice and Sing – often called “The Black National Anthem” – was written as a poem by NAACP
leader James Weldon Johnson (1871-1938) and then set to music by his brother John Rosamond Johnson
(1873-1954) in 1899. (CNN, 2021)

WPC22

CAUCUS
WORK

Caucusing is integral to the work of anti-racism. It
provides safe environments for people who share similar
racial experiences to explore the dynamics of race.
Without fear of offending or alienating others, caucus
participants can investigate feelings, attitudes and
experiences that are part of their shared racial
experiences. Racial privilege (for White people) and racial
oppression (for People of Color and Indigenous people)
shape racial identity and cross-race interactions in
significant ways.

Because of this, it is important to spend time in same-race groups to explore issues of privilege,
oppression and identity. Caucusing does not replace the need for mixed-race settings where we
need to work together to eliminate racism and other forms of oppression. Rather, caucuses help
us work better together in cross-race settings. The majority of the time at WPC is spent working
together; however, one to two hours each day is set aside to provide participants the option to
meet in separate groups to explore how racial privilege and racial oppression are operating at
WPC and how we might support one another in an environment where well-meaning, imperfect
people are struggling (some for the first time) to understand difficult issues regarding race.
WPC has three race-based caucuses for conference participants; one for people of color/
Indigenous people, one for white people, and one for people who identify as mixed or multi-race
individuals. WPC conference organizers and caucus facilitators ask that conference participants
honor and respect caucus spaces. It is our hope that you will attend the caucus for your racial
group and not attempt to attend a caucus meeting that is not designed for you. If anyone is
uncertain about why separate caucuses are vital to anti-racism work and the work of WPC, you
may raise these issues in your appropriate caucus space for discussion.
WPC conference organizers recognize that other cultural groups may need spaces during the
conference to discuss issues unique to their experiences. Anyone who wishes to initiate a
meeting for members of his or her affinity group--Jews, Muslims, people with disabilities, or
LGBTQ individuals, to name a few, can do so. To ensure respect for the purpose of the
conference, we do ask that meeting times not coincide with the meeting times for the caucuses.
For this conference, race must remain the guiding theme of our work. We hope that conference
participants will understand that racial caucuses are central to the goals of the conference and
will attend caucuses designed for their racial group. We also hope that affinity groups will include
race as an important topic in their exploration of the issues that define their unique experiences
at WPC and beyond.
Eddie Moore, Jr., WPC Organizers and Caucus Facilitators

Access the WPC Attendee Hub for your registered Caucus details.

Workshop Ratings
Please carefully consider the level of workshops you choose to attend.

BEGINNER

These workshops are appropriate for individuals who
have little or no knowledge about privilege, anti-racism,
oppression, and intercultural issues. These workshops
stress fundamental concepts and approaches, and offer
participants time to grapple with this new information in
a supportive environment. Individuals who have just
begun to learn about privilege, racism and other
intercultural issues, and who are first-time participants at
the White Privilege Conference are the target audience
for beginner workshops.

These workshops are appropriate for individuals who
have a working knowledge of privilege, anti-racism,
oppression, and intercultural issues. These
workshops stress the interconnection between
fundamental concepts and new knowledge,
techniques, methodologies, and skills. Individuals
who are seeking to discover what to do with their
new knowledge about privilege; racism, etc. are the
target audience for intermediate workshops.

ADVANCED

INTERMEDIATE

These workshops are appropriate for individuals who are
educators, facilitators, practitioners and leaders in areas
of cultural diversity, and who have a highly developed
understanding of privilege, anti-racism, oppression, and
intercultural issues. These workshops offer ways in
which advanced participants can deepen their
knowledge through high impact experiential activities
and acquaintance with new theories. Also, these
workshops offer advanced practitioners ways to share
insights, refine their knowledge, and sharpen their
already-developed skills.

WPC22Institutes
Wednesday April 7, 2021

KATHY O’BEAR, BETH YOHE &
RACHAEL FORESTER

Dismantling Racism and White
Supremacy: Tools & Strategies to
Lead White Accountability Groups

SARAH HERSHEY

Strategies for Raising Antiracist
White Youth Starting in Early
Childhood

MISHY LESSER, ADAM MAZO
& CLAUDIA FOX-TREE

TILMAN SMITH & ILSA GOVAN

SHEMARIAH ARKI

SHERARD ROBBINS

DEBBY IRVING

HEATHER HACKMAN &
JAMIE UTT

Settler Colonialism, White
Supremacy, Genocide, and Forced
Removal of Indigenous Children

Black Womxn
Think Tank (BWTT)
Leveling the Playing Field:
Interrupting Patterns of Privilege

ALEC MACCLOUD, CAROLE
BARLAS, DOUG PAXTON, LINDA
SARTOR, PENNY ROSENWASSER,
ELIZABETH KASL
White on White: Communicating
about White Supremacy, White
Privilege, and Racism Using Critical
Humility

What’s Up with White Womyn?
Telling the Truth about how we
Both Enforce and Fight White
Supremacy

Legalizing Anti-Blackness: A
Historical Timeline of Systematic
Othering

Time To Follow: How Black
Feminists Light the Path to
Liberation from Whiteness and
Patriarchy

KAREN GAFFNEY

Dismantling the Racism Machine:
Myths Taught to White People
that Perpetuate White Supremacy

Use the Workshop Rating system to identify best Institute for you.

WPC is excited to be in collaboration with The Joan Trumpauer
Mulholland Foundation for our opening night Documentary, An
Ordniary Hero.
Watch the Documentary and then join us for conversation with
Joan and filmmaker, Loki Mulholland and Eddie Moore Jr.
Her Freedom Rider mugshot has been called one of the most iconic in
American history. By the time she was 23 years old, Joan Trumpauer
Mulholland participated in over 50 sit-ins and demonstrations including
the Freedom Rides, the Jackson Woolworth’s Sit-in, the March on
Washington, the Meredith March and the Selma to Montgomery March.
Her path has crossed with some of the biggest names in the Civil Rights
Movement: Martin Luther King, Medgar Evers, Fannie Lou Hamer, John
Lewis, Diane Nash and Julian Bond to name a few.
Joan is a recipient of the 2020 Simeon Booker Award for Courage, the
2019 International Civil Rights Museum Trailblazer Award, the 2015
National Civil Rights Museum Freedom Award, the Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Incorporated Annual Award of Honor and the Anti-Defamation
League Annual Heroes Against Hate Award.

All Registrants Invited

DAY 1 - APRIL 7TH 5:30 - 8:00 PM

DOCUMENTARY & DISCUSSION

An Ordinary Hero

She has appeared in several books including “Coming of Age in
Mississippi”, “Breach of Peace”, “We Shall Not Be Moved”, and, “She
Stood For Freedom”. She has appeared on television and news programs
like the “CBS Nightly News” and award-winning documentaries including
“An Ordinary Hero”, PBS’s “Freedom Riders”, “Standing on My Sister’s
Shoulders” and the groundbreaking film “Eyes on the Prize”.
Loki Mulholland is an Emmy-winning filmmaker, author, activist and son
of civil rights icon, Joan Trumpauer Mulholland. His work has received
over 40 Telly Awards and his films on race and social justice issues have
won 20 Best Documentary awards. His first book, "She Stood For
Freedom" was nominated for the 2017 Amelia Bloomer Award. Loki’s
film, “The Uncomfortable Truth” has been viewed over half-a-million
times on Amazon. A member of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., Loki
speaks all over the country on issues of race and social justice. He is the
founder and Executive Director of the Joan Trumpauer Mulholland
Foundation which was created to end racism through education.

DAY 1

April 7, 2021

9:00 am - 9:30 am
Coffee with Founder
10:00 am -4:00 pm
All-Day Institutes
(Pre-Registered Participants Only)
10:00 am -3:00 pm
Middle School YAP
5:30 pm -6:30 pm
Documentary: An Ordinary Hero
(All Registrants Invited)
7:00 pm-8:00 pm
Discussion with Loki Mullholland &
Eddie Moore Jr.
(All Registrants Invited)
MooreLearning: If you have
trouble accessing your workshop
or Institute, review the WPC
Attendee Hub Resource Guide.

MOOREResources

click on the image to download the 21 Day Challenge

MOORE
COMING
SOON

DAY 2

April 8, 2021

8:45 am -9:00 am
Tech Check & Moore with DJ Wade
9:00 am -10:00 am
Welcome & Moore
First Nation Opening
10:00 am -6:00 pm
HighSchool YAP
10:30 am-11:30 am
Robin DiAngelo: Nice Racism: How Progressive
White People Perpetuate Racial Harm
12:00 pm - 3:30 pm
Concurrent Workshops
Session I - 12:00 - 1:30 pm
Session II - 2:00 - 3:30 pm
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Fatima Cody-Stanford: Understanding White
Privilege and Racism in Medicine
MooreLearning: If you have
6:30 pm - 8:00 pm
trouble accessing your workshop
Caucus Time
or Institute, review the WPC
Attendee Hub Resource Guide.

DAY 2Workshops
Facilitating Lessons for White Facilitators
Aaron Cahn and Jessica Scott
Critical Race Theory/Critical Race Feminism: Creating a Plan of Action during the Biden-Harris era
Adrien K. Wing
Practicing Leadership as Asians and Pacific Islanders: Towards an Interdependent, Accessible
Model for Collective Liberation
Amanda Hwu and Hsiao-Wen Lo, Ph.D.
The manifestation of Whiteness in Brown bodies: Disrupting anti-Blackness in Communities of
Color
Cindu Thomas-George
Mitigating Microaggression in the classroom: Effectively moving toward a culturally equitable
classroom environment
Dr. Carolyn Strong
Knowing your Lane: Examining the futility and harm of racing into allyship without checking your
privilege.
Melia Dunn and Jasmine Snipes
Beyond the Book Group:White Womyn, Whiteness, and White Supremacy
Johanna Eager, Liz Adams, Katy Chappell, and Jacki Rothenberg
Healing Our Divided Society
Alan Curtis and Leila McDowell
NAVIGATING CONVERSATIONS ABOUT ANTIRACISM WITH CHILDREN (Session 1 of 2)
Carol Swainson and Jen Cort
The N!gga(er) Word: Is There a Message in the Madness
Eddie Moore Jr.
Conspiracy Theories and White Supremacy: Where We Are and How We Got Here
Christine Saxman and Shelly Tochluk
What Do I Say Now? – A Toolbox of Strategies for Responding to Bias and Engaging in and
Facilitating Difficult Dialogues
Diane Goodman and Ann Marie Garran
"George Floyd Wasn't the First!" Leveraging Your Voice in the Fight for Racial Justice
Greg Fontus
The Time Is Now: An Educator’s Beginning To Re-Shaping Their Curriculum
Heather 'Byrd' Roberts
Tell the Truth, Shame the Devil: Dismantling White Supremacy in Personal and Professional
Relationships
Jessy Molina and Jay Golon
Dismantling the Racism Machine: Why White People Must Confront the Resurgence of the “Race is
Biological” Myth and Its Perpetuation of White Supremacy
Karen Gaffney
Analyzing and Revising Policies, Practices and Services with an Anti-Racism Lens
Kathy Obear, Ed.D.
NAVIGATING CONVERSATIONS ABOUT ANTIRACISM WITH CHILDREN (Session 2 of 2)
Carol Swainson and Jen Cort

Stay Connected
Join our Newsletter &
Follow us on Social Media
Keep up with TPI, Eddie, and Moore!
Add your contact information to our mailing list. Go to our
website, scroll to the bottom of the page, add your email,
select subscribe... it is that easy!
Follow us on social media platforms to keep up with us,
share your resources, and stay connected!

Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Youtube

The White
Privilege Symposium
Further expanding the reach of the White Privilege
Conference domestically, in 2014. The Privilege Institute
developed the White Privilege Symposium model. White
Privilege Symposiums are day-and-a-half regional
gatherings held all over the country every year, allowing
communities to come together to discuss what white
privilege is, how it is systematized in our culture, and how
we can work together to eliminate race-based privilege
and create more equitable, welcoming communities.
Save the Date: Dec. 3rd and 4th, 2021

Understanding &

Dismantling Privilege
The Official Journal of the White Privilege Conference & the
Matrix Center
The organizers of the White Privilege Conference and the
faculty and staff of the Matrix Center for the Advancement of
Social Equity and Inclusion developed the genesis for The
Journal for Understanding and Dismantling Privilege, an online, open-access, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to
providing a venue for social justice scholars, educators,
activists and practitioners to share their work with a wideranging audience.

DAY 3

April 9, 2021

*Wear Your Got Privilege Gear*
8:45 am -9:00 am
Tech Check & Moore with DJ Wade
9:00 am -10:00 am
Welcome & Moore
First Nation Opening
10:00 am -6:00 pm
HighSchool YAP
10:30 am - 11:30 am
Linda Sarsour: We are Not Here to be Bystanders
12:00 pm - 3:30 pm
Concurrent Workshops
Session III - 12:00 - 1:30 pm
Session IV - 2:00 - 3:30 pm
MooreLearning: If you have
Session V - 4:00 - 5:30 pm
6:30 pm - 8:00 pm
Caucus Time

trouble accessing your workshop
or Institute, review the WPC
Attendee Hub Resource Guide.

DAY 3Workshops

Accountability, Engagement and Ego: White Folks Doing Our Work
Beth Yohe
Truth in Interracial Relationships for #PhenomenalWomyn
Christine Saxman and Ismalis Nuñez
Microaggressions—The Messages and Strategies to Respond
Dr. Carmen Iannarelli
Are We About That Life? De-centering Whiteness and (Re)centering Racism and the Role of
Urban Educators in the Liberation of Urban Schools from Systemic Racial Oppression
Dr. Tracey A. Benson
The Incomplete High School Graduate: The Journey and Struggle of Anti-Racist/Critical Race
Education in our K-12 Schools
John D. Palmer
Who are you: Moving from Sightseers to Activists:
Justin Haas
Doing the Grunt Work – Using the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI) as a tool to
dismantle white supremacy
Richard Webb
The White Racial Frame: An Ideological View of Racism in the United States
Robin Parker, Pamela Smith Chambers, and J.R. Reynolds
When Skinfolx are not Kinfolx: Dismantling White Supremacy as a Phenomenally Indian
Womyn
Cindu Thomas-George
Privilege: Unseen, Unacknowledged and Undermining Equity and Inclusion
Melia Dunn
A Good Womyn is Hard to Find
Patrick Mcfall
Challenging White Supremacy by Healing White Jewish Bodies
Sarah Hershey
Dangerous Minds, Raising Black Men Post The Murder of George Floyd
Bryant K. Smith
Elevating Black Indigenous People of Color Brilliance & Power (Session 1 of 2)
Toi Sing Woo and Vanessa Julye

click on the image to download the 21 Day Challenge

#Moore

DAY 3Workshops
Decolonizing Success through an Asian-American Lens
Justine Ang Fonte, M.Ed, MPH
1621-2021: 400 Years Later - Taking Back the Indigenous Narrative
Claudia A. Fox Tree
Decolonizing Educational Spaces: Women, Wellness, and Healing
Madeline Mason and Mariah Brobbey
Racial Justice through Restoration
Ryan Virden and Beatriz Alcazar
Mother Knows Best: Reflections on Raising a Black Gay Son
Corrie Wallace
Asian American Leadership and the Model Minority Myth; Removing the Shroud of
Silence
Catherine Wong
Balancing Act: Womyn Raising Young White Men
Tina Paone
Teaching Beautiful Brilliant Black Girls
Dr. Eddie Moore Jr., Dr. Omobolade Delano-Oriaran, Dr. Marguerite W. Penick, Dr.
Shemariah Arki, Dr. Ali Michael, and Orinthia Swindell
Elevating Black Indigenous People of Color Brilliance & Power (Session 2 of 2)
Toi Sing Woo and Vanessa Julye
(How) Race was Constructed to Uphold White Supremacy
Dr. Brenda J. Allen

click on the image to download the 21 Day Challenge

DAY 4

April 10, 2021

8:00 am - 8:45 am
Coffee with the TPI Board
8:45 am-9:00 am
Tech Check & Moore with DJ Wade
9:00 am -10:00 am
Welcome & Moore
First Nation Opening
10:30 am -12:30 pm
Joy Degruy: Thriving in the Time of Crisis: Covid-19
And Racism, Coping with two Pandemics
1:00 pm - 4:30 pm
Concurrent Workshops
Session VI - 1:00 - 230 pm
Session VII - 3:00 - 4:30 pm
5:00 pm - 6:30 pm
WPC Community Talk Back Celebration
MooreLearning: If you have
trouble accessing your workshop
or Institute, review the WPC
Attendee Hub Resource Guide.

DAY 4Workshops
You Ready? For real?
Dr. Lizette Ortega Dolan
The Making & Remaking of Whiteness
Jacqueline Battalora
Karate Chops, Geishas, Nerds, & the Asian Invasion: Reflections of a Corean Adopted
American
John D. Palmer
The Impact of Racism on American Christianity
Michelle Marks-Osborne
The Arc of White Womanhood
Robin Alpern and Robin Schlenger
Confronting White Nationalism in Schools and Communities
Sheri Lyn Schmidt
Social Justice: 10 myths that hinder equity and inclusion
Vernon A. Wall and Adrienne van der Valk
Power, Privilege, Leadership, & Moore
Daniel Hoffman-Zinnel
Love is not enough: Listen up white parents of Black & Brown Babies
Corrie Wallace
Ways to Use My Most Recent Training Materials to Develop Anti-Racist Organizations and
Change Agents
Kathy Obear
Sistas’ from the Movement: Female Voices of the Diaspora Chartering a New Destiny
Rev. Greg Drumwright

#Moore

DAY 4Workshops
Her Body: A Porn Genre or a Privilege?
Justine Ang Fonte, M.Ed, MPH
The Racial Wealth and Income Gap
Meg Olson and Colin Longmore
Widen the Path: How White People can get more White people to walk a path for racial
justice
Ali Michael
Multigenerational Activism in a Virtual World; Done with Ugly and Still Doing the Hard Work
Catherine Wong and Nicole Rodriguez-Rowe
Shame Resilience and Transformation Skills for white people
Robin Schlenger, LCSW and Dr. Alana Tappin
Completely Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack: The Liabilities of White Privilege How White
Privilege Hurts White People
Michelle Chalmers (she/her) MSW
Recovery & Moore: Addressing Privilege in the Rooms
Jesse Heffernan, Carol Cruz, Joseph Green, Angel Lagares, and Sazha Alexandra Ramos
Put Your Money Where Your Anti-Racist Voice Is!
Sarah DeLuca
STEM-VE$TMENTS: The Mindset Shift to capital, Investing and wealth for YOUTH.
Eddie Moore Jr. and John Igwebuike
Tag teaming white supremacy: Women of Color and White women dismantling racial
oppression through honest examination of identity and relationship
Dr. Tanika Byrd, Jennifer Laflam, and Pam Chao

INDIGENOUS
CHALLENGE

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
WPC22 PARTNER

RESPECTING

CONNECTING

ALLY

SUPPORTER

EQUITY
LITERACY
INSTITUTE

